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TI EXTENSION OF GIBBS' VECTOR PRODUCTS TO N-SPACE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to extend some of 

Gibbs' well-known products from 3-space to n-space. The 

cross product and the double dot product of n-space have 

been defined by I. M. Hostetter (i, p. 192). These prod- 

ucts will be reproduced here as they are an essential 

part of the proofs that will be given. 

For simplicity ve will let capital English letters 

represent vectors and small Greek letters represent 

scalars. 

The single dot, scalar, or inner product of two 

vectors in n-space has been defined as 

= Vi 1A21 
cos(A1,A2) 

where A1 and 
V2I 

are the magnitudes of A1 and A2, 

and the cos (A1,A2) refers to the angle between the two 

vectors. 

The double dot product of Gibbs' has been extended 

to mean (3, p. 96) 

A1A2. .A:B1B2. 
, 

= A .3 A .3 ...A .3 B ...B m n. 
I 12 2 n nn-i-1 ni 
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This product obeys the distributive, associative and 

commutative laws. 

In 3_space, the cross product of two vectors, A1,A2, 

is defined by 

(i.i) 3(A1xA2) = JAI AJ sin (A1,A2)N 

where N is a unit vector orthogonal to A1 and A2 and the 

superscript to the left of the parenthesis designates the 

vector space in which the cross product is taken. 

In 2-space the product is obviously not a vector, 

since there is no vector perpendicular to A1 and A2, and 

so we define it simply as the scalar (2, p. 198) 

(1.2) 2(A1xA2) = A1 A2 sin (A1,A2). 

From (i.i) and (1.2) it is evident that 

where 

3(A1xA2) = A3 

= 2(A1xA2) 

where 1(A3) is the norm of A3. We generalize to 1k-space. 

Let A3 and Ak be any two independent vectors in the space 

complementary to the space of A1 and A2. That is, two 

vectors such that 

Ai.A = O, A3xAk O, (i = 1,2; j = 



Then the cross product in k-space is defined as (2, p. 

198) 

(1.3) k(A1xA2) 
= A)Ak - AkA3 =12A1A1 

where 

2(A)XAk) = 2(A1xA2), (i = 1, 2, 3, k.) 

3 

Here repeated indices indicate summation on the indices, 

and has the usual connotation of the tensor 
1213 

1k 

analys is. 

Now, if A3,Ak and A5 are three vectors in 5-space 

satisfying the conditions 

= o, 3(A3xA3.A5) o, 

(i = 1, 2; j = 3, k, .) 

Then by definition 

= 612i3ikiSAi3AikAiS 

3(A3XAk.AS) = 

Likewise, since the cross product In k-space has been 

defined by (1.3), we hae 

6(A1xA2) = e A . . . A 
12131k.16 13 



where 

k(AAAA) = 2(A1XA2). 

"1 
h 

And thus by the inductive process we can define the cross 

product in n-space by the equation 

A . (i.k) (A1xA2) = e123 
n 

where 

n_2(A3XAk:Á5...A) = 

A1.A = O, (i = 1, 2; j = 3, ..., n). 

We will find it convenient to adopt a determinant 

form for the right member of (i.k), that is 

A...A = 12i1 i= 

A3A3. . . A3 

AkAk. . 

A5A5. .A5 

. . 

AA...A nn 

In determinants of this form it is important to note that 

the order of the columns must be preserved, and that the 

repeating of rows will make the determinant vanish while 

the repeating of columns does not. 
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2. THE EXTENSION OF GIBBS' TRIPLE VECTOR PRODUCT 

It is veil known that Gibbs' triple vector product 

(2.1) 3(A1xA2)xA3 = A3.A1A2 - A3.A2A1. 

An obvious extension to n-space is the vector 

n(AXA:A .A 1)xB1:B2.. .B2. 

It is noted that ( 2.1) can be written in dyadic form 

3(A1xA2)xA3 = A3. A1A1 

A2A2 

which suggests the following theorem. 

THEOREM I: If A1,A2,...,A1,B1 is any set of non- 

null vectors in n-space, then 

(2 2) (A1xA2 :A3.. . A1 )xB1 

= (I)n+IB 

A1 A1 ...A1 

A,. A ..A 
2 2 

. . 

A1A1.. .A1 

We will first prove Theorem I is true when we choose 

the vectors A as the elements of a set of mutually ortho- 

gonal unit vectors, i.e., vectors e1,e2,...,e_1 such that 



(2.3) = ij, (i,j = 1, 2, ..., n). 

That is, we will prove that 

..e )xe1 (2.k) (e1xe:e1. 
k 

= (-1)1e 
k 

b 

e4 

.I1 

e4 
£1 

...e, 
£1 

e4 

-2 

. 

e4 
£2 

. 

. 

...e, 

e 

£2 

e4 
Lnl 

. 

e4 
J.n_l 

...e, 

We first assume the e in the parenthesis are 

different. Without losing any generality we may assume 

they are in the order e1,e2,...,e1. It follows as a 

consequence of the definition of the cross product that 

= e. 

If ek = e both members of (2.) are found to be 

zero. Likewise, if there is e. repeated vector in the 

parenthesis of (2.k), the left member is zero by (2.3) 

and the right member vanishes, since two rows of the 

determinant in (2.k) are alike. The only other possible 

choice of unit vectors in (2.11) is that in which vectors 

in the parenthesis are different and the vector ek = e 

where e is one of the vectors in the parenthesis. In 

this case we have 
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(2.5) "(e1xe2:ey..e_j)xe 

n-p 
= exe = (-1) 

e1 e1 ...e1 

e2 e2 ...e2 

. . 

e e ...e 
p-l- p-i p-i 
e+±e+i.. .e1»± 

. 

s 

e1e1. . 

But this determinant is the right member of (2i-) if 

ek = e. Thus Theorem I holds if the Ai are mutually 

orthogonal unit vectors. 

To prove the general theorem we write 

A =( ea, B =beb, (a, b, i = 1, 2, ..., n-i) 

Indicating the left member of (2.2) byí' , we have, 

by (2.k) 

a 
.e )xeb oÇ r i J&2 n-i p b(exe:e a1 

1 2 n-i 

( 

1)n+1O<1C<2 oc?t_1pbe = 
- 1 2 

e e ...e 
a1 a1 a1 

e e ...e 
a2 a2 a2 

. . 

s s 

s s 

e e ...e a1 a1 



LJ 

As both the scalars and vectors are summed on the a1, 

the vectors e and the scalars can be interchanged, 

yielding 

J7 = (I)n+i8be 

And thus 

a1 
,<al 

1. 1 ' I 

2 2 

2 2 ''' 2 

. * 

. 

an In I 
ra-1 n-1 ' n-1 

e e ...e 
a1 a2 a1 

i..i a a 
(2.6) [' 

= (l)fl+ljbe I n-1 1 n I 
b' 

il.'. mnIII2 

(I)n+IBI n_I 

n-I 
Ai. in_l 

(i = 1, ..., n) 

which was to be proved. 
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3. MULTIPLE INNER PRODUCTS OF OUTER PRODUCTS 

The well-known products of Gibbs 

3(A1XA2.A3)(B1xB2.B3) = 

= 

(i,j = 1, 2, 3) 

Ai.BJ (i,j = 1, 2) 

may be generalized for n-space. We will prove the follow- 

ing theorem. 

TBEOREM II. Let and be 

any two sets of p vectors in the same n-space. p n. Then 

(3.1) (A1xA2:A3...A):(B1xB2:B3...B) = (n-p)! IAi.BjI 

(i,j = i, 2, ..., p), 

where if p = n it is understood that the double dot product 

indicates scalar multiplication of the two scalar products. 

First we prove a. lemma. 

Lemnia: If are p vectors in n-space, 

then 

(3.2) 
I n 

where 

(A1xA2 :A3. . .A) = flP(AXA :A»3. . .A) 
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and Ap+3Ak...Afl can be any set of mutually ortho- 

gonal unit vectors in the n-p space independent of 

A,A2, .. . 

Proof: From the definition of a cross-product in 

2-space, it is evident that we can so choose Aj and 
A2 that 

(3.) 2(A+ixA1»2) = (A1xA2:A...A) 

Our problem now reduces to proving 

(3.) 2(A1xA2) = P(PD+lxAP+2:eP+3...efl) EL\ 

for any selection of the which satisfy 

the conditions 

A1.e.< = O, (i = 1, 2, ..., p+2; o(= p+,...,n). 

With the use of (1.2) the right member of (.k) can 
be expanded in the form 

(3.5)L = 
p+1,p-i-2, . 

. 

iP+3eP+. ..e 

where 

n_P_2(Ap+xAp+:Ai»5.. .A); 

A .A1» = O "(= 1, 2; = , ,,, n 
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Since the eP3,ek,...,efl are a basis for the vector 

space of we can let 

(3.6) A1 = (i,j = p+3, p+k, ..., n), 

which when substituted in (3.5) gives 

= 
p+1, p+2, . 

. inip+3i3... min 

in. 
..e .e ...e 

p+3 n 

Or, since ei.e = S 

= H 
Now, from (3.6), and we have 

= n_P_2(XA :A5.. sAn) = 

= P(AXA:AA) 

which completes the proof of the lemma. 

With the use of the lemma we may write the left 
member of ( 3.1) in the following manner 

(3.7) G n(A xA :A A ):B xB :B ...B 
p 123 p 

=E12sSpip+lssSinAip+lAip+2S 
: : 

p 
.A1 B1xB2 B ...B 

where 
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(A1xA2 :A3. . .A) = A»lxAr»2 :A1»3. . .A) 

= 

Now we may change the cross in a scalar product to any 

position we wish and. not change the value of the product. 

If the factors are interchanged, the sign of the product 

alone is changed. The sign of the new product will be 

determined by the number of inversions in pairs 
neces- 

sary to restore the vectors to the original order. 
An 

even number of inversions does not change the sign, while 

an odd number does change the sign (2, p. 195). Thus 

in (3.7) we may move the cross from 
between B1 and B2 

to between A+i and A2 in each polyad of the polyadic 

and rearrange each polyad into the natural order, 
yield- 

ing 

G = ..B. 

where the vectors in the expansion of 

are in the space of From the lemma we can 

now write 

O = (n-p) 
i 

...Ai :B1B2..B, 
1.. I p 

xA P(AA.AA) 
" p-i-1 +2 i-3 

A) 

or 
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e (n_p)3-lAi.BjI 
i,j = 1, 2, ...' 

We have need of another approach when p = n. We 

can assume that either the Ai or the are independent, 

say the B. Then there exists a set of reciprocal 

vectors (2, p. 195) B3 such that B.B3 = S,. Then we 

can write 

= AJ.BB3 (i,j = 1, 2, ..., n) 

Multiplying the vectors of the left members and those of 

the right members we obtain 

A1xA2:A3...A = A1.BjA2.B...A.B(B31xB32:B33 

in 
) = 

(B1xB2:B3...Bn1) 

Since the products B1xB2:B3...B and B1xB2:B3...B are 

reciprocals (2, p. 198) it follows that 

(3.7) (A1xA2:A3...A):(B1xB2:B3...B) = Ai.Bj! 

( i,j = 1, 2, ..., n), 

which completes the proof. 
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k. TIlE DIVERGENCE OF A SKEW-SYMMETRIC POLYADIC 

Gibbs has shown (i, p. 297) that for any skew-sym- 

metric dyadic in -space that 

%7,= 

where is the vector of . We shall generalize this 

to show that 

THEOREM III: The divergence V . of any completely 

skew-symmetric polyadic of class n-1 can be written 

V ' = (_1)h1 V 

where is the vector formed by placing the cross 

between the first and second files ofE and the double 

dot between the second and third files. 

Proof: Since is completely skew we can write 

(k.1) = Ai ..A1 i = 1,2,...,n-1. 
1" n-1 I n-1 

We wish to show that 

nv 
(-i) 

where 



(k.2) = A1 xA1 :A1 ...A V 
11''1ri-i. 1 2 3 

= (n-1)! A1xA2:A3..A1 

From (k.i) we can write 

(k.3) V = V-. (e A A ...A ), 1n-1 1. 2 n-1 

(i = 1, 2, .., n-1), 

where V operates successively on the A1. 

Let 

VA1 = 

Then we have 

(k.k) A = 

(i,j = 1, 2, ..., n-1). 

We may now write (k.3) as 

and xA1 = BxC 

Ic 
c ...c 

JA2 A2 ...A2 

'ÇT . = B. 
i: : 

I. . 

IA1A1.. 

+B. 

A1 A1 ...A1 

(_'J 

2 
1-L1 

'2 
('%J 

''2 

A3 A3 ...A3 

. s 

s 

n-1n-1 

15 

+ . s 
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By Theorem I 

= 

Hence 

V = 

+]3j. 

A1 A1 ...A1 
A2 A2 ...A2 
s s 

s s s 

. s s 

A_2A2. 
('i l' 

+ + 

+ (_1)r(A1xA2:A,...A C3 )xB.. 2n-1 j 

+ (-1Y1Bx(A1xC:A...A1) + 

I + 

By (1l.1) and (k.2) we can now write 

V . 
= (-1)tlVx(A1xA2:Ay..A_1) (_1)fl Vx4 

T:ñ-i ) 

which was to be proved. 
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